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Abstract—In this paper, we report on a bidirectional LiFi link
integrated with a plastic optical fiber (POF) acting as fronthaul to
make the system fully robust against electromagnetic interference
in aircraft, industrial wireless, and offices. We have implemented
the POF link using two specifically developed printed circuit boards
interfacing directly with the DSP and the LiFi frontends. The
fronthaul transports analog LiFi baseband signals transparently
over the POF in a bandwidth of 200 MHz. The compound
POF and LiFi link has been tested in several configurations and
achieved unprecedented throughputs of 725 Mbit/s and 901 Mbit/s
in forward and reverse link direction, respectively.
Index Terms—Optical wireless communications, transceiver design and optimization, plastic optical fiber (POF), LiFi, MIMO
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The ever increasing demand for mobile communications can
be further satisfied by the availability of new spectrum and
enhanced frequency reuse. Higher frequencies are increasingly
used, while cell size served by base stations and WiFi access
points are accordingly reduced. Besides mm-wave, optical wireless communication (OWC), also denoted as LiFi, is increasingly considered as a potential capacity upgrade for indoor
wireless networks. LiFi uses light as a medium for mobile
communications and operates in the still unregulated optical
spectrum. LiFi enables short-range wireless communications
in very small cells with few meters diameter [2]. Robustness
against electromagnetic interference (EMI) is a unique feature
of LiFi, which will allow new wireless applications e.g. in
aircraft, industry, offices and hospitals (see Fig. 1). In these
use cases, requirements are high availability of moderate data
rates (≤ 100 Mbit/s) in a typical indoor service area at ultralow latency (≤ 1 ms). The current LiFi system can support
many different applications [3]. Sufficient coverage in the intended service area can be achieved by deploying a grid of
networked LiFi frontends e.g. in a distributed manner at the
ceiling. However, to provide mobility for the above mentioned
applications, simple handover techniques may be inadequate.
For instance, a break-before-make handover may cause data loss
or significant delays when moving suddenly from one cell to
the next, e.g. if the line-of-sight (LOS) is broken. By delivering
data from multiple LiFi frontends simultaneously, which is also
denoted as soft handover, these challenges can be overcome.
Previous work has shown the effectiveness of this approach in an
industrial manufacturing scenario [4]. In order to implement the
soft handover solution, all LiFi frontends have to be connected
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Fig. 1. Example of LiFi systems for reliable wireless communications. LiFi
frontends are connected to the central unit (CU) through POF. (a) LiFi in an
aircraft (©istockphoto.com/ONYXprj). (b) LiFi in manufacturing [1]. (c) LiFi
in a conference room (© Designed by vectorpocket/Freepik).

through a so-called fronthaul to a centralized digital signal
processor (DSP) which operates LiFi as a distributed multi-user
multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) link.
Previous work has used conventional twisted-pair CATx
Ethernet cables as a fronthaul acting partly like antennas that
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Fig. 2. (a) Overview of the measurement scenario in a conference room and schematic view of the transmitter (Tx - red) and various receiver (Rx - black)
positions placed 215 cm below the Tx. (b) Measured frequency response for various Rx positions in the meeting room.

risked the desired robustness against EMI [4]. In the above
mentioned applications, glass or plastic optical fiber (POF) is
more favorable due to large bandwidth and inherent robustness
against EMI. In this paper, we report on the implementation
of a POF link as an analog fronthaul and a corresponding
integration with a LiFi-link, which we call LiFi over POF. We
have optimized the link reported in [1], in a bidirectional manner
and evaluated the impact of POF on the overall performance in
a typical deployment scenario. While the idea is not new [5],
to the best of our knowledge, our LiFi over POF setup is the
first real-time implementation in the field of optical wireless
communications intended for practical use cases. The paper is
organized as follows: Section II and III highlight the differences
between backhaul and fronthaul and new use cases identified for
the proposed LiFi over POF solution. In Section III, channel
measurement is revisited to quantify path loss variations being
a major design requirement. Section IV presents our LiFi over
POF setup. Section V reports experimental results. Summary
and outlook are provided in Section VI.
II. BACKHAUL VS . F RONTHAUL FOR L I F I
LiFi has the potential to complement RF-based solutions
in scenarios where RF is not permitted, restricted or causes
interference such as in an aircraft, in manufacturing [6] and
office scenarios, as shown in Fig. 1. However, the distribution
of the LiFi signals is still a matter of debate. The classical
approach is backhaul over powerline communications (PLC).
However, bandwidth is limited and shared among all LiFi access
points connected to the same powerline. Powering and backhaul
can also be provided over Ethernet (PoE) in new lighting
installations. The main problem with backhaul is that the full
PHY and MAC are integrated into each LiFi access point so that
the classical handover mechanisms can be used only operating
in software at the network and transport layers. The implications
may be lost packets and delays, depending on which handover
solution is used.
A modern concept used in cellular networks and discussed in

WiFi is distributed MU MIMO. Distributed MU MIMO allows
wireless links to be maintained through multiple optical frontends, which provides enhanced mobility support as well as
inherent robustness against blockage of the line-of-sight (LOS)
which can both be handled at the lower PHY and MAC layers
which is faster and more reliable than at the higher layers.
Below the backhaul connection to the network layer, the PHY
and MAC layer functions can be split at various points in the
LiFi protocol stack between a central unit (CU) performing the
higher protocol functions and several distributed units (DUs)
performing the low-level functions. Between CU and DU there
is a so-called fronthaul. There are simple fronthaul solutions
which basically transport the analog base-band signals from the
CU, where all the MAC and PHY layer processing is done, to
the DU which consists of an optical frontend only, and more
complex solutions (next-generation fronthaul, IEEE Std. 1914.1)
where the Ethernet protocol is used as a transport medium while
MAC and PHY are indeed split among CU and DU [5]. It has
been demonstrated recently that the bandwidth utilization and
performance of both schemes are very similar. Ethernet-based
fronthaul is applicable in shared public networks while analog
fronthaul also applies to private infrastructures such as LiFi [7].
While our initial LiFi installation in an industrial scenario used
twisted pair as analog fronthaul, the idea is to replace it by POF.
In [8], POF is introduced as a communication medium, which
has low cost as well as hi gh performance, lightweight and it
is easily deployable in EMI sensitive areas. These properties
make POF a favorable fronthaul solution for the transport of
LiFi signals between CU and DU.
III. U SE C ASES FOR L I F I OVER POF
Several use cases are shown in Fig. 1. Use in an aircraft is
shown (a), which takes further advantage of lightweight of POF,
as compared to heavier copper or aluminum wires. The second
use case Fig. 1 (b) is manufacturing investigated in [1], [9], [10].
Another application Fig. 1 (c) is to distribute LiFi signals inside
homes and offices. Among other options for signal distribution
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Fig. 3. (a) Block diagram of a LiFi over POF link. (b) Experimental setup of the LiFi over POF link. Wireless distance and POF length are up to 1.5 m and
10 m, respectively.

in home networks (e.g PLC and PoE), POF is useful to provide
connection through the walls when considering that is is not
conductive and can be collocated in the same ducts with other
electrical cables. Moreover, its performance is not dependent
on devices using the electrical energy, and noise created in
electrical lines.

IV. G AIN VARIATION IN A M EETING ROOM
Path loss variations set the requirements for the design of
automatic gain control in the combined LiFi over POF link.
In order to study the required dynamics range, we performed
optical wireless channel measurements in a (5.7m×4.5m×3m)
conference room at Fraunhofer HHI. We measured the channel
frequency response between 1 to 200 MHz by using a vector
network analyzer (VNA) for many different positions of Tx
and Rx shown in Fig. 2. Raw data were calibrated by using
the apparatus function measured at 80 cm distance with free
LOS [11]. Fig. 2 shows the frequency response for various
Rx positions in Fig. 2 (a). Path loss increases with distance,
obviously. The frequency response is flatter, when Rx is nearer
to the Tx due to the stronger LOS. More distant positions show
more ripple and a superimposed low pass at lower frequencies
attributed to the diffuse reflections from the walls and objects in
the room. With free LOS, the normalized gain varies between
−20 dBel and −40 dBel , i.e. gain variation is 20 dBel . If a stable
operation is targeted and the LOS is blocked, gain variations
increase to around 35 dB [11]. This comes close to outdoor RF
systems [12]. Depending on the use case, an appropriate gain
control needs to be implemented in the LiFi system.

V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
A first laboratory setup for LiFi over POF is reported in [1].
In this work, we have further developed the experimental setup
for bidirectional operation and used commercially available
POF OFEs. As a major step, the interface between optical
wireless and POF links is optimized now. The current setup
can be used for typical indoor scenarios with up to 10 m
POF and few meters of wireless distance. In the following,
we describe a best practice approach for the automatic gain
control (AGC) covering the required dynamic range of 40 dBel
taking a blocked LOS also into account. As shown in Fig. 3
(a), starting in downlink direction at the central unit (CU),
data is fed into the DSP-Tx to generate an adaptive OFDM
waveform following the ITU-T standard G.9991. The analog
frontend (AFE) adapts signals between the DSP and the POFlink. A fixed-gain amplifier between the POF and the OWC link
handles the gain adaptation under normal operation conditions
to compensate for the additional path loss introduced by the
POF. In the next stage, the signal goes through the OWC units
comprising the OWC-OFE, the optical wireless channel, and
OWC-OFE, AFE and DSP at the device side.
How to compensate the dynamics range, if we insert a POF in
an optical wireless channel, where the signal is attenuated and
can experience multi-paths due to diffuse light propagation? Due
to mobility, the path loss is time-variant. Therefore, the signal
needs variable amplification before it can be detected by the
DSP. However, there are two contributions to the path gain, a
fixed part due to the insertion of the POF and a variable part in
the wireless link.
In the downlink, adaptation can be static to compensate the POF
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Fig. 4. Measured SNR spectra of the LiFi over POF link under different configurations (a): Downlink SNR for 10 m POF and 50 cm OWC link. (b): Uplink
SNR for 10 m POF and 50 cm OWC link. (c): Downlink SNR for 10 m POF and 150 cm OWC link. (d): Uplink SNR for 10 m POF and 150 cm OWC link.
The SNR performance vs. frequency for the uplink and downlink is not symmetric as explained in the text.

link. There is an automatic gain control (AGC) in the AFE at
the device side, which is directly controlled by the DSP through
a serial peripheral interface (SPI). In the uplink, however, the
DSP is located at the CU which also creates the SPI control
packet for the uplink. Moving the AFE to the DU is no option
in practice as the SPI packet needs very high bandwidth and
cannot be provided in parallel to the POF link to set the AGC
during the first few µs when an uplink packet is being received.
In practice, we need a solution where the AFE is placed at the
CU.
The solution of this problem leads to an essential condition to
be fulfilled in a combined LiFi over POF link; The additional
loss introduced by the POF between LiFi optical frontend at
the DU and AFE at the CU shall be compensated by adding
an amplifier between the OWC Rx and the POF Tx, as shown
in Fig. 3. The AFE can compensate for a maximum dynamic
range of 54 dB, controlled by the DSP. This is sufficient to
cover the expected gain variations in the wireless link caused
by the mobility of the LiFi device in typical scenarios. In
our experimental LiFi over POF uplink, the dynamic range is
controlled by the uplink DSP via the SPI, directly attached to
the AFE like in the downlink. Fig. 3 (b) shows the experimental
setup including the developed transceiver POF (TRX-POF)
printed circuit board interfacing the DSP and LiFi front ends.
VI. R ESULTS USING L I F I OVER POF
The LiFi over POF link performance is characterized by
measuring data rates and signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) vs. frequency in both link directions. Metrics are all obtained from

the configuration tool of the real-time DSP. The SNR spectra
for the downlink and uplink for several distances are shown in
Fig. 4. On the left side, the downlink is shown for short and long
wireless distance. if wireless distance is increased, the received
signal is reduced and noise is added. For this reason, there is
an overall reduction of the SNR. Notice that the SNR in the
downlink is limited at short wireless distances to around 25 dB
by clipping due to the gain setting in the LED driver.
In the uplink, a higher gain was used, i.e. the SNR at low
frequencies is higher and the frequency response has a more
pronounced low-pass behavior. If the wireless distance is increased, the received signal is reduced, i.e. overall SNR is lower
and the noise becomes more visible at higher frequencies. In
Fig. 6 and 5, the data rate is plotted vs. distance for various
gain settings between POF and LiFi link, for the uplink and
the downlink. In each step, the gain is increased digitally by
3 dB through the DSP software. Optical attenuation of the
POF is less than 200 dB/km. At 2 and 10 m POF length,
optical loss is lower than 0.4 and 2 dB, respectively. The graphs
show a trade-off between data rate, distance, and gain. The
gain impact is less noticeable in the uplink being designed
with a less powerful driver which keeps the link in a linear
operation range to lower power consumption what is important
for battery-powered mobile devices. For that reason, the gain
has no noticeable effect. In the downlink, a powerful driver is
used and some clipping is tolerated. At short distance, the gain
has a minor impact most likely because the receiver is saturated.
At larger wireless distance, the path loss is higher and the data

TABLE I
M EASURED T HROUGHPUT IN DOWN - AND UPLINK OF OWC LINK AND
DISTRIBUTED POF PLUS O PTICAL WIRELESS L INK FOR SEVERAL
DISTANCES .
Link Configuration
OWC - 30cm
OWC - 50cm
OWC - 70cm
OWC - 100cm
OWC - 130cm
OWC - 150cm
POF 10m + OWC 30cm
POF 10m + OWC 50cm
POF 10m + OWC 70cm
POF 10m + OWC 100cm
POF 10m + OWC 130cm
POF 10m + OWC 150cm

Throughput Downlink-Uplink
882 - 959 (Mbps)
922 - 938 (Mbps)
759 - 800 (Mbps)
681 - 743 (Mbps)
596 - 671 (Mbps)
470 - 611 (Mbps)
725 - 901 (Mbps)
537 - 604 (Mbps)
446 - 435 (Mbps)
313 - 218 (Mbps)
239 - 145 (Mbps)
218 - 115 (Mbps)

Fig. 5. Uplink data-rate vs. OWC distance. Gain is increased in 3 dB steps.

both link directions an amplifier is introduced at the optical
frontend in order to compensate for the fixed losses in the POF
link. We have tested a bidirectional LiFi over POF link in a
laboratory setup. Experimental results show that maximum data
rates of 901 Mbit/s and 725 Mbit/s can be obtained in up- and
downlink, respectively, while the minimum rates were more 115
and 218 Mbit/s all essentially limited by the wireless link. These
results show that the LiFi over the POF approach, is useful in
all intended use cases of LiFi with mobile users.
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Fig. 6. Downlink data rate vs. OWC distance. Gain is increased in 3 dB steps.

rate can be increased through increasing the gain and allowing
for more clipping.
Further measurement results for variable wireless distance
are summarized in table I. The best data rates at 10 m POF
and 30 cm OWC distances are 725 Mbit/s and 901 Mbit/s
for downlink and uplink, respectively. Over 150 cm wireless
distance, representing a larger number of scenarios, 115 and
218 Mbit/s are achieved in uplink and downlink, respectively.
These results show that more than 100 Mbit/s can be achieved
by the LiFi over POF approach anywhere in the coverage area.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we highlight that distributed MIMO is a
promising approach for LiFi which will find many applications
e.g. in aircraft, industry and offices as it provides a consistent
data rate in the area covered by multiple optical frontends
and higher robustness in case the line-of-sight is blocked and
against electromagnetic interference. By using an analog LiFi
over the POF approach,, the LiFi signals can be distributed from
the central unit to the remote optical frontends. Measurements
indicate that 20 and 40 dBel path loss variation has to be covered
in mobile scenarios with and without line-of-sight. We argue
that the dynamic gain variation in the wireless link can be
fully compensated at the central unit after the POF link if in
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